Corner Pad
Installation instructions

U.S. Patents: 6,219,971; D599,490
The Simple Solution® is a patented innovation in door system performance exclusively from Endura Products, Inc.

Adjustable Sills/ Oak Anchored Caps

1. Remove paper backing.
2. Align bottom of Corner Pad flush against the top of the sill cap.
3. Align with Weatherstrip and Jamb based on strike margins:
   A. **For strike margins less than 5/32"** align edge of Corner Pad flush against Weatherstrip Kerf.
   B. **For strike margins greater than or equal to 5/32"** align edge of Corner Pad flush against interior edge of the Jamb.
4. Press Corner Pad firmly into place.

Z-Articulating Cap Sills™

1. Remove paper backing.
2. Align bottom of Corner Pad flush against the top of the Z-End Base™.
3. Align with Weatherstrip and Jamb based on strike margins:
   A. **For strike margins less than 5/32"** align edge of Corner Pad flush against Weatherstrip Kerf.
   B. **For strike margins greater than or equals to 5/32"** align edge of Corner Pad flush against interior edge of the Jamb.
4. Press Corner Pad firmly into place.